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CONTRASTING VIEWS GOOdbyE, HEllO
Mod-squad essentials get an eye-popping twist 
in graphic black and white

A self-described “outlaw” widow 
recounts getting by with a little help from 
her friends, in an upbeat debut memoir. 
By Elyse Moody

97 elle trends 139 elle intel
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 119 elle fashion news

127 elle shops
ELLE’s Top Shop: Chalk, 2611 Prairie Avenue, Evanston, IL; 847-424-0011
What’s there: For the past four years, Carrie Kane and Sharon Watrous have 
appealed to the customer who invests in well-made (but not staid) staples, such as 
Chloé shifts, Isabel Marant heels, Reed Krakoff clutches, and The Row suiting. 
In addition to marquee brands, Chalk also stocks local labels and vintage finds.
Projected wait-list items: Laetitia Crahay for Maison Michel rain hats, 
Carven party frocks, Nina Ricci leather-and-chiffon leggings
Vibe: Cleverly merchandised racks guide the eye from established designers to 
emerging talent and back again; Lucite shelving, chic floral arrangements, and 
oversize dressing rooms amplify the luxe shopping experience.
Playlist: Runway-ready sounds from Lykke Li, Rhye, and Lianne La Havas

CHAlK

1. Sunglasses, Louis Vuitton, $650, at select Louis Vuitton stores nationwide | 
2. Cotton-blend shorts, Kate spade saturday, $85, visit saturday.com | 3. Calfskin 
bag, Marc Jacobs, $1,795, at Marc Jacobs stores nationwide

L
ongtime reporter Becky  Aikman changed her approach to 
coping with the loss of her husband  after a  widows’  support 
group at the Y told her she was too young and too hopeful to 
be there. She dug into the latest trauma  research and gathered 

a mishmash of  fellow survivors from around 
New York City to meet for  monthly sessions 
that  ditched the so-called five  stages of grief. In 
Saturday Night  Widows (Crown), as they cook, 
coach one  another past dating milestones, 
storm SoHo’s La  Perla  lingerie boutique, talk 
sympathy sex with  widowers, and, finally,  
embark on an eye- opening  Moroccan cara-
van, they find that friend ship—like  tragedy—
transcends differences.

1. Louis Vuitton

2. Kate Spade Saturday

3. Marc Jacobs

Want to stand out in a crowded gallery? 
Art maven Lisa Perry recently unveiled a 
splatter-decked collab with the nonprofit 
organization Publicolor. The more subdued 
among us will gravitate toward minimalist 
bags from Derek Lam’s 10 Crosby line, a 
new category for the label this season.
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Bee dazzled
Has Burt’s Bees founder Burt Shavitz 
unlocked the secret to ageless skin? 
By April long
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